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1TECHNICAL PUBLICATION
TOPOLOGY SYNTHESIS OF STRUCTURES USING PARAMETER RELAXATION 
AND GEOMETRIC REFINEMENT
1.  INTRODUCTION
Tradtonally, structural synthess problems are formulated by shape, sze, and/or topology. Shape 
formulations	change	the	boundary	of	the	device	or	specific	members	to	achieve	a	desired	effect.	Size	opti-
mization	varies	the	thickness	or	width	of	specific	elements	to	acquire	a	better	solution.	Topology	formula-
tions	optimally	distribute	solid	and	void	material	over	the	fixed	design	space.	This	is	the	typical	way	of	
parameterzng the topology optmzaton problems.1–5 The majorty of the optmzaton tools commonly 
used	share	the	same	general	process.	They	define	the	design	parameters	as	a	discretization	of	the	design	
space, and then the dscretzed areas are characterstcally assgned densty parameter values correspond-
ing	to	no	material	or	material	state	at	a	point	in	the	continuum	(or	apply	relaxation	by	defining	a	range	of	
values for the dscrete densty parameters to exst). A gradent-based or genetc algorthm (GA) optmza-
ton problem s then constructed, based on an objectve functon wth assocated constrants that attempt to 
combine	in	an	optimal	method,	minimal	mass,	deflection,	and	stress.	The	objective	function	is	evaluated	
using	finite	element	analysis	(FEA)	on	the	candidate	topology	within	the	discretized	design	space.	The	
senstvty dervatve calculaton s expedted wth the use of a constant-sze stffness matrx. 
Current research efforts have focused ther attenton wthn ths procedural framework, modfyng 
components of ths process, such as the objectve functon formulaton, the type of objectve functon eval-
uation	used,	or	the	optimization	techniques	employed.	Many	researchers	choose	to	employ	the	method	of	
parameter relaxaton at ths pont n the desgn process by replacng the dscrete valued parameters wth 
defined	parameters	over	a	range.	Parameter	relaxation	is	used	to	find	a	more	optimum	solution	to	the	prob-
lem; t s commonly appled to densty values or spatal parameters over the dscrete areas. For the densty 
relaxation,	a	penalty	scheme	is	then	frequently	exploited	to	suppress	the	intermediate	density	parameters	
by removng low, unused denstes to produce a desgn that s more concrete.  
Proposed here s a thckness relaxaton scheme appled to a control pont parameterzaton usng 
subdivision.	This	control	point	parameterization,	first	demonstrated	by	Hull	and	Canfield,1	defines	 the	
desgn doman n terms of control meshes. Usng ths parameterzaton, relaxaton s mplemented and 
parameter suppresson-focused penalty schemes are avoded. A bref revew of relaxaton pertanng to 
complant mechansm (CM) desgn problems s presented next.  
22.  RELAXATION
Relaxaton of the desgn parameters n structural problems s used to mprove the optmalty of 
a soluton when compared to the tradtonal constant thckness problems. Ths relaxaton of the constant 
thckness desgn parameter transfers the problem from a dscrete to a contnuous mathematcal program-
mng problem. In addton to changng the nature of the optmzaton problem, relaxaton of the varables 
also demonstrates the ablty to use alternate materals or materal propertes over the desgn space to 
acheve added functonalty. The lterature demonstrates that the 0-1 (vod-full) dscrete topology opt-
mzaton problems, absent of parameter relaxaton, lack optmum solutons n general.6 Ths s due to the 
radical	change	in	the	efficiency	measure	with	the	introduction	of	relaxed	intermediate	variables.	Often	the	
relaxaton prncple s appled to compostes to allow for the ansotropc propertes of the desgn materal. 
The relaxaton process appled generally for structural desgn problems uses a ρ-type method (relax on 
a	single	parameter)	or	homogenization	method	(relax	on	multiple	parameters	and	then	find	average	consti-
tutve parameters of the more complex materal descrpton). The foremost motvaton for usng relaxaton 
of the desgn parameters here s to produce a greater convergence of the solutons.  
Many	researchers	apply	relaxation	techniques	to	CM	or	structural	design	problems.	Saxena	uses	
a multple materal approach by relaxng the dscrete densty varable, gvng a proportonal value.7 He 
uses ths approach for multmateral desgn wthout ncreasng the number of desgn parameters. Borvall 
and Petersson and Jog and Haber use densty relaxaton for structural desgn.8,9	This	technique	is	dem-
onstrated	on	discrete	elements	in	figure	1.	Poulson	relaxes	density	parameters	and	constraint	values	for	
desgn of CMs.10 Although many researchers are usng densty relaxaton, t s well known that the relaxed 
densty parameter CM desgn problems do not lead to useful desgns.6 Based on that assumpton, several 
researchers	have	developed	specific	techniques	to	suppress	intermediary	density	variables	either	during	
or after optmzaton. Lau et al. appled such a penalty scheme and Zhou and Rozvany used the SIMP 
technique.11,12  
Fgure 1.  Densty relaxed values for structural desgn problem—varable denstes 
 represented by varable shades.
3Another method for relaxng desgn varables n CM desgn problems s to hold the materal prop-
ertes constant but change the szes or shapes of the dscrete elements on the macro scale.4,7–9 A method 
called restrcton s used to keep any desgn varable changes n a dscrete range. Smlar to densty relax-
aton, researchers use ths method to expand the range of optmum solutons through the ntroducton of 
a geometrc optmal varable. One advantage of ths method s that t s relatvely smple to solve. The 
technique	offered	in	this	Technical	Publication	(TP)	relaxes	the	thickness	variable	on	the	discretized	con-
trol ponts, subdvdes the model, and produces a manufacturable desgn wth sotropc materal wthout 
the	need	for	any	penalization	scheme	or	modification	of	the	final	design.	Node	wandering	is	another	topic	
for relaxaton of desgn varables, whch wll not be revewed n ths TP. 
Ths TP s based largely on a prevous paper by the author; a bref revew of that work s provded 
here.	Hull	 and	Canfield	proposed	approaching	 the	CM	design	problem	with	an	alternate	design	 space	
parameterzaton through control meshes.1	Then,	the	geometric	refinement	technique	of	subdivision	was	
appled over the desgn space that created a sold model representaton. Ths control pont dscretza-
ton scheme easly converts the gven set of desgn parameters to a sold model for drect analyss and 
manufacture	without	user	translation.	Hull	and	Canfield	use	the	geometric	subdivision	technique	to	define	 
a	smooth	curve	or	surface	as	the	limit	of	a	sequence	of	successive	refinements	while	also	removing	singu-
larty ponts, hgh stress anomales from checkerboard patterns, and dstnctve hgh stress concentratons 
from “block” dscretzatons.1 Ths same parameterzaton wll be used here, but the two-dmensonal 
subdvson method wll be extended to three-dmensonal space. 
In ths TP, topology synthess of structures s performed usng thckness relaxaton and three-
dmensonal geometrc subdvson wth GA optmzaton. Ths problem s formulated as follows:  The 
desgn space s dscretzed wth a control mesh parameterzaton, followed by thckness parameter relax-
ation,	then	objective	function	definition,	three-dimensional	subdivision	implementation,	objective	func-
ton evaluaton usng a commercal FEA program, and last, optmzaton through GAs. Ths procedure 
s appled, focusng on the alternate desgns created by relaxng the spatal parameter thckness. In add-
ton, t wll be shown that relaxaton of certan parameters may extend the range of problems that can be 
addressed; e.g., n permttng lmted out-of-plane moton for a path generaton problem for the nonsym-
metrc subdvson problem. 
43.  PROBLEM FORMULATION
The tradtonal desgn space parameterzaton for structural desgn problems s posed n a vod-
full form, such that densty parameters assume dscrete values, ndcatng a materal or no materal state.9 
Relaxaton s often appled to the dscrete densty parameters durng optmzaton, resultng n a more 
optmum topology that possesses dscretzed regons wth varable denstes. In the essence and purpose 
of densty relaxaton, a thckness relaxaton scheme wth subdvson s presented here. The thckness 
parameter s relaxed over the dscretzed control ponts n the desgn space; then, geometrc smoothng s 
performed over the varable control pont thcknesses.  
The	classical	structural	design	problem	is	optimized	using	a	fixed	stiffness	matrix.	The	designer	
defines	the	constant	stiffness	matrix	prior	to	optimization	that	is	used	throughout	the	search	for	an	optimum	
desgn. Parameter relaxaton s easly mplemented by varyng global stffness values, such as densty and 
modulus, on a dscrete level. Proposed here s a sold model representaton of the structural desgn, whch 
results	in	a	specific	stiffness	matrix	with	each	design	throughout	the	optimization	process.	Relaxation	of	
the thckness parameter s appled over each desgn. Ths sold model representaton s acheved through 
the	control	point	discretization	and	subdivision	refinement.	
3.1  Control Point Introduction and Parameterization Scheme 
There are many dfferent dscretzaton schemes used to formulate the structural desgn problems. 
Parsons	and	Canfield	offer	a	frame	element	discretization,13 	while	Hull	and	Canfield,	Yin	and	Anantha-
suresh, Fanjoy and Crossley, and Poulson offer a dscretzed block element topology.1,4,5,10 A reference-
based dscretzaton s offered by Zhou and Rozvany,12 and Saxena and Saxena present a honeycomb 
dscretzaton area.14 Presented here s a control mesh parameterzaton.  
The control mesh parameterzaton used n ths research facltates converson of the desgn param-
eters (nformaton about the control ponts) to a sold model n a standard form for later analyss or manu-
facture.	This	transition	provides	a	high-level	definition	of	the	solid	model	ready	for	prototype	fabrication	
wth a lmted number of desgn parameters. Each structural desgn throughout the optmzaton process s 
presented	as	a	solid	model	description	with	a	high	level	of	resolution	and	definition	by	use	of	subdivision.	
The control pont desgn parameter space provdes a descrpton of the topology, shape, sze, and mate-
ral propertes of a potental structural desgn. The sold model descrpton, translated from control mesh 
to sold model through subdvson, s accepted by commercally avalable FEA, CAD, and CNC soft-
ware.	The	solid	model	implementation	to	commercial	FEA	programs	in	batch	mode	facilitates	an	efficient	
modelng of the materal elastc deformaton, whle a representaton of the desgn n ths form permts 
direct	manufacture	through	numerical-controlled	machining.	The	solid	model	definition	also	eliminates	
the	numerical	problems	that	frequently	occur	in	structural	design	problems,	including	FEA	checkerboard	
anomales, hgh stress regons, and mesh dependency. 
The	control	points	in	this	parameterization	scheme	are	equally	spaced	over	the	design	space	in	the	
x,	y,	and	z	coordinates	according	to	the	divisions	specified	in	the	problem	definition.	This	discretization	
5of	the	structural	design	space	is	unique	because	the	control	meshes	that	assemble	this	parameterization	
contain	specific	material	properties,	position,	and	boundary	information.	This	information	is	used	in	the	
transton to a sold model descrpton. The materal propertes potentally nclude modulus, Posson’s 
ratio,	thermal	conductivity,	etc.	The	control	mesh	parameterization	applied	is	specifically	a	single-layer,	
three-dmensonal parameterzaton of the desgn space. The boundary nformaton found at each control 
mesh	quantifies	the	existence	of	surrounding	discrete	areas	with	uniform	thickness	(40	control	points	char-
acterized	into	six	node	types,	shown	in	fig.	2).		
(a)
(d)
(b)
(e)
(c)
(f)
Fgure 2.  Control ponts characterzed nto sx node types: (a) edge node, (b) exteror 
 corner node, (c) nteror node, (d) sngularty node, (e) nteror corner node, 
 and (f) vod nodes.
The	chosen	control	mesh	design	 space	parameterization	and	 subsequent	 solid	model	definition	
through three-dmensonal geometrc subdvson has many mplcatons on the structural desgn problem 
t s used to facltate. The subdvson step n the desgn process s dscussed n secton 3.4. Next s the 
dscusson of thckness relaxaton at the control ponts. 
3.2  Thickness Parameter Relaxation
The method of relaxaton s commonly appled to the ntal desgn parameters of a structural desgn 
problem to transfer the problem from a dscrete to a contnuous mathematcal programmng problem. Also, 
by changng the dsposton of the synthess problem, relaxaton dsplays the ablty to model alternate 
materals and geometrc propertes wthn the desgn parameters. Relaxaton of the desgn parameters s 
often performed on the dscrete element densty parameters because t s well known that the bnary {0-1} 
topology optmzaton problems lack optmum solutons.6  
The	control	mesh	discretized	CM	problem	described	by	Hull	and	Canfield1 constrans the thck-
ness varable to two parameters, ether zero or one as shown below, where the optmzaton problem s 
gven as follows: 
Mnmze: f cp( )
6Subject to: cpthickness =



1
0
  .
Hull	and	Canfield	demonstrate	an	optimal	solution	using	control	meshes;1 however, as shown n 
figure	3(a),	each	design	is	held	to	a	constant	thickness.	A	benefit	to	this	method	is	that	the	design	is	read-
ily	manufactured	with	a	two-axis	CNC;	conversely,	a	significantly	improved	solution	is	available	using	
a varable thckness. Relaxaton of the thckness parameter enables the optmal CM synthess problem to 
reach a greater level of optmal desgns unavalable to the unrelaxed problem. Relaxaton of the thckness 
parameter at the control ponts s formulated as follows:
Mnmze: f cp( )  
Subject to: 0 1≤ ≤cpthickness .
A comparson of the unrelaxed thckness problem to the relaxed thckness problems at the control 
points	is	given	in	figure	3.	
(b)(a)
Fgure 3.  Control meshes:  (a) tradtonal bnary dscretzed desgn space wth varyng densty
 values and (b) control pont averaged dscretzed desgn space wth varyng thckness.
A vector of 20 thckness values at the control ponts creates the relaxed thckness desgn shown n 
figure	3(b).	Likewise,	figure	1	demonstrates	the	binary	parameterization	by	either	material	or	no	material	
states wth relaxed densty values, whle ths tradtonal desgn space s gven as a set 12 of densty values. 
In addton to the thckness relaxaton problem, t wll be shown that relaxaton of certan parameters also 
extends the range of problems that can be addressed; e.g., n permttng lmted out-of-plane moton. Ths 
s dscussed further n the subdvson secton. 
3.3  Objective Function Definition
3.3.1  Structures 
There	 are	many	 fitness	 functions	 available	 for	 topology	 optimization	 problems.	Two	 common	
objective	 function	 types	will	 be	 described	 in	 this	 TP—minimal	mass	with	 stress	 and	 deflection	 con-
strants—for structures, and mnmal stran energy for CMs. 
73.3.1.1  Structural Objective Functions.		A	common	fitness	or	objective	function	for	structural	
problems follows the precedent of desgnng a structure for mnmal mass (M) whle mantanng certan 
deflection	(δ) and stress (σ) constrants. The objectve functon formulaton s gven as follows: 
 Objective kg constraint constraint= × ×( ) ( )M δ σ   . (1)
Each	design	problem	has	an	allowable	deflection	and	stress.		
3.3.1.2  Compliant Mechanism Objective—Strain Energy.		The	fitness	or	objective	function	for	
this	problem	will	follow	the	precedent	of	designing	for	flexibility	as	well	as	stiffness.	While	many	objec-
tive	functions	have	been	defined	and	could	be	implemented,	a	measure	defined	in	Parsons	and	Canfield	is	
appled here.13	For	this	function,	a	measure	of	flexibility	is	defined	as	the	total	work	in	the	output	spring	
(Wo): 
 W u k uo o s o= × × ×sign( )
1
2
2   , (2)
where uo s the scalar output dsplacement n the drecton of the sprng and ks s the sprng stffness. The 
measure	of	stiffness	will	be	defined	as	the	strain	energy	in	the	system	(Wi	):
 Wi
T= × × ×1
2
u K utot   , (3)
where u s the vector of nodal dsplacements and Ktot s the stffness matrx representng both the mecha-
nsm and the external sprngs. The objectve functon that maxmzes the output energy whle mnmzng 
total stran energy n the mechansm s then gven as
 f
u k uo s o
T
=
× × ×
× × ×
sign
tot
( ) 1
2
1
2
2
u uK
  , (4)
where f	is	the	fitness	or	objective	function.		
3.4  Formulation of the Three-Dimensional Subdivision Scheme
Subdivision	is	a	“corner	cutting”	technique	used	to	describe	smooth	curves	or	surfaces;	the	initial	
dea s traceable to the early 1940s. However, the concrete formulaton for surface modelng usng subd-
vson was offered n two papers by Doo and Sabn and Catmull and Clark, each offerng ther respectve 
subdvson schemes.15,16 All subdvded surfaces begn wth some type of polygonal surface, referred to 
as the ntal surface. Ths surface of polygonal faces s subdvded nto supplementary polygons. In ths 
TP,	all	polygons	used	are	quadrilaterals.	This	method	of	geometric	surface	refinement	is	widely	used	in	
animated	features	such	as	“A	Bug’s	Life”	and	“Toy	Story.”	This	surface	refinement	method	offers	a	mod-
eling	approach	for	structural	topology	problems	that	holds	several	benefits,	including	efficiency,	compact	
support,	local	definition,	affined	invariance,	simplicity,	and	definable	continuity	of	the	surface.17  
8There are many subdvson schemes avalable. The method used here s fundamentally based on 
the Doo and Sabn scheme.15 Ths scheme s a statonary subdvson method (constant weghtngs) gener-
atng a C1 contnuous surface from an arbtrary mesh. The process starts wth an ntal control mesh, gven 
as	a	set	of	equally	spaced	control	points	(cp),	defined	by	the	specified	division	of	the	design	space.	The	
three-dimensional	subdivision	scheme	classifies	the	initial	control	points	into	several	categories	as	shown	
in	figure	2.	The	six	classes	(a	to	f)	are	given	by	the	vector	of	control	points	(cpj),	shown	in	equation	(5):
 cp ii = ∀





type a
type b
type c
type d
type e
type f
, ,




=i n1   . (5)
These	 classified	 control	 points	 contain	 averaged	 or	 subdivided	 information,	 including	 position	
coordinates,	material	 properties,	 and	 boundary	 classification.	 This	 control	 point	 classification	 scheme	
is	 directly	 dependent	 upon	 the	 orientation	 and	 number	 of	 vertices,	 as	 shown	 in	 figure	 2.	The	 control	
ponts (cp j)	are	modified	at	successive	steps	to	create	a	new	set	of	control	points	(cp j+1). Ths numercal 
refinement	is	performed	by	multiplying	cp j by a subdvson matrx (S) as shown here:  
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  . (6)
The ntal control set (cp j)	describes	the	design	parameter	space,	while	the	final	control	set	(cp j+1) 
descrbes the sold model space. The subdvson matrx (S)	is	a	matrix	of	weightings	that	define	the	cre-
aton of cp j+1. It s the relatonshp between the ntal control ponts and the subdvded control ponts. 
The	subdivision	matrix	used	in	this	TP	is	defined	here.	This	matrix	is	determined	by	the	authors’	prefer-
ence for subdvson weghtngs:
 S =
1
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9The	total	volume	charted	by	the	initial	control	points	is	larger	then	the	shape	defined	by	the	subdi-
vded control ponts. Ths s called the approxmatng subdvson method. The case where the subdvded 
shape s larger then the unsubdvded shape s the nterpolatng method. The approxmatng scheme s 
demonstrated	in	figure	4.	
Fgure 4.  Sngle subdvded block.
Fgure 5(a) dsplays a thckness relaxed control pont dscretzaton of the desgn space whle 
(b) demonstrates a three-dmensonal, subdvded sold model of the topology. 
The foundaton for the subdvson method s splne curves; however, subdvson dffers n that t 
produces	information	of	the	definite	surface	as	a	sequence	of	control	points.	Requirements	on	S nclude 
eigenvectors	to	form	a	basis	when	the	first	eigenvalue	is	equal	to	1	and	the	remainder	less	than	1.		
(a) (b)
Fgure 5.  Desgn space and topology:  (a) control pont averaged dscretzed desgn space 
 wth varyng thckness and (b) a three-dmensonal, subdvded sold model 
 of the topology.
The	original	set	of	control	points	are	defined	as	the	design	parameters.	The	subdivision	matrix	for	
a	three-dimensional	surface	mapped	volume,	similar	to	the	two-dimensional	method	defined	by	Hull	and	
Canfield,1	creates	a	new	point	for	every	control	point,	line,	and	face.	For	example,	given	the	block	in	fig-
ure 4, there are 8 control ponts, 12 lnes, and 6 control meshes. Totalng these parameters gves the sum 
of 26 new subdvded control ponts. 
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3.5  Control Point Orientation Alternatives
The	geometric	refinement	of	the	thickness	relaxed	structural	problem	is	described	in	section	3.3.	
The subdvson method uses a weghtng matrx, when appled on the control ponts, creates a new set of 
control ponts representng a sold model. Dscussed here are the ntal control pont orentaton alterna-
tives	and	the	effect	they	have	on	final	solid	model	shape,	specifically	the	nonsymmetric	and	symmetric	
problems	as	shown	in	figure	6.		
(a) (b)
Fgure 6.  Control pont orentaton:  (a) nonsymmetrc and (b) symmetrc.
Three sold model orentatons are avalable for optmzaton and can be evaluated from a post-
subdivision	model—the	nonsymmetric,	flat-sided,	and	symmetric	solid	model.	The	nonsymmetric	model	
permts out-of-plane moton of the structural desgn. Ths may be used n a path generaton problem. 
Usng ths control pont orentaton allows the user to objectvely desgn a structure or CM that moves n 
a	third-dimensional	direction.	This	is	due	to	the	nonsymmetric	mass	placements	as	shown	in	figure	7(a).	
The	flat-side	control	point	orientation	is	a	full	subdivision	problem	with	one	side	flattened	for	designing	
a	structure	for	application	on	a	surface,	shown	in	figure	7(b).	Finally,	the	symmetric	orientation	problem	
constrans motons to a path smlar to the nonrelaxed problem, where symmetry exsts about an xy-plane, 
demonstrated	in	figure	7(c).		
(a) (b) (c)
Figure	7.		Postsubdivision	model	orientation:		(a)	nonsymmetric,	(b)	flat-sided,	
 and (c) symmetrc.
Presented	in	this	TP	are	several	examples	following	the	symmetric	problem	and	a	specific	applica-
tion	to	the	flat-side	and	nonsymmetric	problem.	
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3.6  Genetic Algorithm Search Method
Genetc algorthm optmzaton s a hghly sutable method for the optmal desgn of structures. 
Algorithms	of	this	nature	are	guided	random	searches	and	therefore	remove	the	requirement	for	gradient	
dervatons. Ths permts a decdedly dverse choce of possble objectve functons. Genetc algorthms 
possess	many	advantageous	qualities,	such	as	the	ability	to	handle	both	convex	and	nonconvex	objective	
functions	and	finding	an	optimal	family	of	solutions.	These	benefits	give	the	designer	greater	freedom	to	
select	the	final	design.	A	disadvantage	is	that	genetic	algorithms	are	costly	to	use	due	to	high	computation	
tme and convergence performance that s complcated to predct. 
In	this	work,	a	combination	of	large	population,	sufficient	mutation	rate,	and	stochastically-selected	
ntal states were used to help guarantee a soluton near the global optmum. If a more globally optmal 
soluton s desred beyond that selected by the GA, a hybrd GA could be used. Further dscusson of GAs 
as	applied	to	topology	optimization	can	be	found	in	Hull	and	Canfield.1
3.7  Example Designs
Secton 3.7 demonstrates the use of subdvson as part of the structural/complant mechansms 
desgn optmzaton tool. To perform ths demonstraton, an example that s common to the CM desgn 
lterature s selected for analyss here—complant nverter. Ths example s a common desgn problem 
n CM optmzaton. It s chosen to demonstrate the desgn tool mplementaton over CM topologes that 
possess	compliant	flexural	joints.	
3.7.1  Compliant Inverter 
The	design	domain	for	the	compliant	inverter	is	shown	in	figure	8.	Pin	boundary	conditions	are	
utilized	at	the	upper	and	lower	lefthand	corners.	This	problem	is	discretized	with	finite	blocks	as	shown.	
The desgn parameters gven for ths problem are as follows: Desgn space sze s 4 n × 2 n; the thckness 
(t)	equals	0.1	 in;	 the	design	parameter	mesh	size	 is	0.25	 in	×	0.25	 in;	 the	modulus	of	elasticity	 (E) s 
83,000 ps; the FEA element type s eght-node structural sold; nput force (FIN) s 50 lb; and the sprng 
stiffness	(k)	is	5	in-lb.	The	results	from	this	problem	are	shown	in	figure	9	(half	of	the	symmetric	gripper	
shown). Fgure 10 shows the subdvded topology and stran plot of subdvded topology.  
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Fin Kout
Fgure 8.  Symmetrc nverter problem.
(a) (b)
Fgure 9.  Isometrc vew of complant nverter:  (a) optmal block topology 
 and (b) subdvded topology.
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(a) (b)
Fgure 10.  Complant nverter:  (a) subdvded topology and (b) stran plot of subdvded topology.
3.8  Truss
The	design	domain	for	a	truss	is	shown	in	figure	11;	pin	boundary	conditions	are	found	on	the	left	side	
of	 the	design.	This	problem	is	discretized	with	finite	blocks	as	shown.	The	design	parameters	given	for	 this	
problem are the desgn space sze = 720 n × 360 n; the thckness, t = 0.1 n; the desgn parameter mesh sze = 
15.6 n × 15.6 n; E = 83,000 ps; FEA element type = 8 node structural sold; and nput force, P1 = P2 = 1,000 lb. 
The	results	from	this	problem	are	shown	in	figure	12.	
360 in 360 in
360 in
P1 P2
Fgure 11.  Symmetrc nverter problem. 
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Fgure 12.  FEA stran model of a relaxed thckness truss.
The	truss	problem	demonstrated	above	is	a	difficult	problem	to	solve	due	to	the	immense	size	of	the	
desgn regon. The desgn regon for ths problem s as follows: topology desgn regon: 246 × 23=22,186, relaxed 
thickness	design	region	yields	(applied	on	the	control	points	with	an	8-bit	number	defining	the	range)	47 × 24256. 
A	design	region	of	such	an	immense	size	creates	a	problem	very	difficult	to	solve.	Each	design	FEA	evaluation	
takes ≈7 mn usng a Lnux dual 3.8 GHz, 8 Gb ram, scs computer. The above soluton was arrved at through 
5 mo of contnuous calculatons.  
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4.  CONCLUSIONS
One	of	the	significant	results	of	the	relaxation	process	offered	in	this	TP	is	that	direct	manufactur-
ablty of the optmzed desgn wll be mantaned wthout the need for desgner nterventon or transla-
tion.	While	the	relaxed	problems	are	not	readily	manufactured	on	a	CNC,	they	are	in	a	numeric	form	that	is	
readly acceptable by a rapd prototypng, ultrasonc object consoldaton, stereo lthography, or any other 
three-dmensonal fabrcaton machne. 
The future holds great promse for solvng problems wth such mmense desgn regons and evalu-
aton tmes as the truss example. Hopefully, ths desgn tool wll be fully utlzed when the computng 
power s developed.
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